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Lead Instructor Lauren Matthews

Co-Instructor Nicola Taylor Brown

Please note, these are average scores based on the total number of feedback forms completed. Scores are from 0
– 10 where 0 is the lowest and 10 is the highest.

Questions Asked Average Total Completed

Confidence before 4.00 13

Confidence after 8.69 13

Knowledge before 3.85 13

Knowledge after 8.85 13

Lead instructor rating 9.62 13

Co-instructor rating 9.23 13

Likelihood of recommending the course 9.69 13

Comments

Considering it is online it was carried out excellently. Loved the breakout rooms, felt more capable with the more
case studies completed in breakout rooms.

Course was so insightful, well delivered and structured. I will definitely be recommending this course to colleagues
and friends

I found that even though the course was online I found the course to be set out really well! The breakout rooms
were super helpful to work through tasks together. I found that everyone on the course was like minded and good
conversations were had.

I would love to have had the further (highly relevant) topics included, related to the current environment and wider
world:Specifics linked with CovidSpecifics around female health (as per Governments’s current 12 week call of
information)Specifics linked with personal female safetyEven if the above suggestions were included off-hoof as
case studies, I feel that would have even greater levels of relevance, understanding and later application for many
of us right now. I found the course a very good mixture of prior learning, tasks, discussion and presented
information. Thank you

I’ve really enjoyed the course and it has been really beneficial for me, particularly with me starting teacher training
next year I feel I can utilise my knowledge and skills within the work place. Both leaders of the course were really
informative and helpful :)

Learnt a lot of knowledge and new information, skills. Discovered ALGEE approach. Look forward to supporting
people.

Really enjoyed this course. Instructors were friendly approachable and knowledgeable thank you so much
Laurence x

Really informative course, very active and engaging with lota of time to digest the information

The course was very insightful and it wasn't information overload, which is great. All the key bits of information
were communicated clearly and made easy to remember. Plenty of breaks and opportunity to reflect was provided.



Comments

Very much enjoyed this course and have been given a huge amount of incredibly usefull information, found 8 hrs
too much for my back to be sitting but I realise it can't be easy to split up further

very nice safe comfortable environment created allowing for discussioni like how their are standards and
agreements and the beginning, helps create the safe space and if someone breaks it, it doesn't reflect badly on the
instructors you helped me understand my own mental health better you have given me so much I can take with me
as I'm training to be a teacher


